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Comment: More housing of all kinds needs to be built. Strongly favoring housing in
bulk, where density need not be an anathema or "affordable" housing. Certain
initiatives need to be stopped, like Cal Hi Speed Rail, which is a waste
of time, money, and energy. You can "afford" huge, a network of freight
trains to carry people thuis where they live to where they work. This
can also impact public health. Stop investing 30% of capital for less
than 1% of rail in the forms of light bus. More munie favor to take pressure
off the roads. Bus track diverts off the middle of the night to notice
time of day. We need to get rid of all stop lights on HI. Remove features on side streets, as this
traffic can flow more easily in places with great street systems, like Berkeley. When
traffic is backed up on the bridges, simply stop taking tolls and let traffic
freely flow. Accelerate construction more quickly, so that infrastructure like this
make your commute on HI faster in SF does not occur. Where there are traffic
congestions, put your focus in the road, rather than build up multiple lanes of
traffic, build more by putting fewer tracks in every conceivable and allow
building in the bay. Merge the public transit systems in the entire
Bay Area. Get rid of district elections in SF. Stop spending most of the
money on the homeless with so little result. Remember why we made
money to spend on the transportation systems.
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